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Stony Meadow Publishing, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 241 x 168 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Two redhead educators and a
horror publisher walk into a bar . . . during a zombie apocalypse. Armed with only their wits and a
fully-charged-laptop battery, they hammered out the world s darkest writing manual amidst the
flurry and chaos of gnashing teeth and rotting cadavers. Each chapter of the handbook is devoted to
a different genre of writing--everything from academic writing (complete with MLA and APA sample
essays), business writing, and even poetry and fiction--all of it with a dark and undead twist.
Developing or improving your writing skills has never been so enjoyable. WRITE OF THE LIVING
DEAD is the spawn of two scholarly writers and a publisher conspiring to create a freshly dug look at
writing for different genres and media. Spattered with popular horror culture and written with
horror enthusiasts in mind, this book raises the struggling writing handbook from the dead.
Addressing methods of voice, style, function, and formula, WRITE OF THE LIVING DEAD is the perfect
tool for students, writers, poets, authors, business writers, and teachers with a dark...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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